Making a Good Investment with Belden Brick

With Belden Brick, you’re not only investing in one of the most durable and attractive building materials available, but also one of the most highly regarded brand names in the industry. Our brick is known for its strength, structural soundness and requires no maintenance. Each brick used in every home, becomes part of our legacy which, for over one hundred twenty-five years has set “the standard of comparison since 1885”. A brick home is an investment in quality, durability, security and efficiency. Just looking at a brick home tells you that the builder and homeowner appreciate quality and that you’ve made an investment that will last for generations. You can be proud of your decision to choose Belden Brick for your home and enjoy the peace of mind it brings year after year.

Belden Quality

“The Belden Brick Company produces and supplies products that represent the brick industry standards of comparison by providing more distinctive colors, adaptable sizes and attractive textures. This leadership posture reflects the commitment to quality, continuous improvement and customer satisfaction of Belden Brick’s entire organization.”

Technical Specifications

The Belden Brick Company manufactures brick to meet and exceed the following specifications:

- ASTM C 216 Standard Specification for Facing Brick
- ASTM C 1088 Standard Specification for Thin Brick Veneer Units made from Clay or Shale
- ASTM C 902 Standard Specification for Pedestrian and Light Traffic Paving Brick
- ASTM C 1272 Standard Specification for Heavy Traffic Paving Brick

Belden Antique Colonials must ASTM C 216, Grade SW, Type FBA and are available in the following sizes: Jumbo Standard (3-5/8” x 2-5/8” x 8”) and some also available in Modular (3-5/8” x 2-1/4” x 7-5/8”). Some Select Antique Colonials are available in facing brick as well as meet ASTM C 1272 and ASTM C 1088. Facing brick sizes are Standard (3-5/8” x 4” x 8”) and Modular (1-5/8” x 2-1/4” x 7-5/8”) are available in select products.

Belcrest molded brick meet ASTM C 216, Grade SW, Type FBA and are available in Module size (3-5/8” x 2-1/4” x 7-5/8”) only. Belcrest molded brick are also available in modular size pavers and meet ASTM C 902.

Our extruded brick products all meet ASTM C 216, Grade SW, Types FBA and will vary by product depending upon textures, setting patterns and firing techniques. Extruded brick products are available in several sizes including Modular, Standard, Norman and Queen. Not every product will be available in all sizes. Extruded pavers are also available and meet ASTM C 902 and/or ASTM C 1272.

Special shapes are also available in most styles. Belden Brick specializes in the manufacturing of stock, standard and custom shapes. Contact your local distributor to discuss availability on these items. If specific test data is needed for modular block you may contact your local Belden Distributor or The Belden Brick Company at (330) 456-0031 or visit our Test Data section on our web site at www.beldenbrick.com

The Standard of Comparison since 1885
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An ISO 14001:2004 Registered Environmental Management System
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The Great American Home
Quality from the Inside, Out!  
**Style: Alamo Blend**

The panels shown represent only a small sample of brick that The Belden Brick Company has to offer. Please be aware that due to painting, finishing and lighting variations, these representations may vary slightly from the actual brick. You may also have observed that there are different textures available. Both are good reasons to see your local Belden Brick Distributor before making your final choices. No matter which design you eventually choose, you should feel confident that building with Belden brick will enhance your Great American Home.
Best Service in the Industry
The best service in the industry is not something we just talk about at The Belden Brick Company – it’s something we prove every day. We go to great lengths to provide builders and masons with the service and support needed to assure homeowners of the best quality construction possible. We hand-sort and blend every brick before it leaves the plant. This not only saves time and effort on the jobsite, but also assures the homeowners of getting the most attractive appearance possible and the best product for their home.

The Belden Brick family has proudly stamped their name on billions of brick products throughout our hundred plus year history. We’re proud of our heritage, proud of our people, and proud to have successfully served the building industry for so many years. We look forward to another century of quality brickmaking, and continuing our “Tradition of Excellence!”

Choosing Belden Brick
No matter which designs you eventually choose, you should feel confident that building with Belden Brick will enhance your Great American Home. Visit our website at www.beldenbrick.com to see our full product line. Browse all the Belden Brick colors, special shapes and technical information. Look at the many Belden Brick office buildings, homes, patios, walkways, sculptures, and many other brick applications. Use our Masonry Designer or Virtual Mason at www.beldenbrick.com to lay out brick patterns, compare colors and even change the mortar on brick walls.

Along with our more than 200 distributors across the country plus Belden Brick regional sales managers and customer service personnel, The Belden Brick Company is available to help you select and receive a quality product that will last for many years to come. We pride ourselves on being able to facilitate quick response to any services or needs that our clients may require. Let our fast and friendly customer service agents help you to select the product that will best suit your next project.
Investing in a Durable, Lasting Product
Style: Alaska White Dart-Tex

Beautiful Surroundings Await....
Style: Alaska White Velour
Style: Black Diamond Velour
Selecting Brick. Consistent colors and sizes are critical aspects to both quality construction and a beautiful appearance. It takes a great deal of knowledge, experience, high-grade materials, skillful processing, facilities and the extra effort to attain the level of consistency found in Belden brick.
To build a successful family-owned business takes commitment, knowledge, hard work, sacrifice and determination. To build a business that spans over one hundred twenty-five years of growth and development requires more than a firm family commitment. It takes the skill, knowledge, dedication and hard work of countless others who, together, create a reputation for excellence that is reinforced every day at The Belden Brick Company.
Homeowners everywhere know that Belden Brick is associated with comfort, luxury and aesthetic pleasure. Your home becomes warm and inviting through rich tones and eye-catching textures.
When you want your home to convey the image of stability, prestige and distinction, choose Belden Brick for your next homebuilding project.
A brick home is an investment in quality, durability, security and efficiency.
Over the years, we have created an amazing array of shapes, sizes, colors and textures. Homes across the country have achieved their uniqueness, in part, from Belden special shape brick. The shapes shown are just a sample of the special shapes that can be created to fit your needs.
The range of size and configuration is limited only by your imagination. Ask your Authorized Belden Brick Distributor how special shapes can provide your home with a distinguished & unique appearance.
Style: Manchester Blend

Your Dream Home Awaits.
We’re proud of our heritage, proud of our people, and proud to have successfully served the building industry for so many years. We look forward to another century of quality brickmaking, and continuing our “Tradition of Excellence!”
Style: Polar White Clear
Style: Queensport Blend
Style: St. Anne Clear
Brick is a Versatile Product for any Application
Style: Winewood Blend
Tradition and Excellence for Over 100 Years
Add a Level of Prestige to your Home
Homes built with brick never go out of style. They are environmentally friendly and maintenance free. They withstand the extreme weather conditions better than any other building material and are pest-resistant, well insulated against outside noise, and easy on your heating and cooling bills.
Ideal for Pool Surrounds and Outdoor Areas

Belcrest 730

Belcrest 530
Style: Belden Pavers

Belcrest 530

Pawnee Pavers with Regimental Red Accent
Visit our website at www.beldenbrick.com to see our full product line. Browse all the Belden Brick colors, special shapes and technical information. Look at the many Belden Brick office buildings, homes, patios, walkways, sculptures, and many other brick applications. Use our on line Masonry Designer to lay out brick patterns, compare colors and even change the mortar on brick walls. New photo’s and information are added frequently, so check back often.
The panels shown represent only a small sample of brick that The Belden Brick Company has to offer. Please be aware that due to printing limitations and lighting variations, these representations may vary slightly from the actual brick. You may also have observed that there are different mortars available. Both are good reasons to see your local Belden Brick Distributor before making your final choice. No matter which designs you eventually choose, you should feel confident that building with Belden Brick will enhance your Great American Home.